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Overview of the Pentateuch
This term at St Matthews we are studying the book of Leviticus, which can
be misunderstood at the best of times, and a sheer slog at the worst of
times. But it is beautiful and moving and rich and answers the pressing
question: how can a sinful people live in the presence of a holy God.
In our small groups, rather than study the minutiae of Leviticus, we’re
going to survey the Pentateuch, which Leviticus is at the heart of. The
Pentateuch refers to the first five books of the Bible—Genesis, Exodus,
Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy. The word Pentateuch comes from
two Greek words that mean "five books" or "five scrolls". These are
sometimes also called the Torah (a Hebrew word that means “law”), the
books of Moses or the law of Moses, since they are closely associated with
Moses. Some like to think that the Pentateuch functions in the Old
Testament in the same way as the Gospels function in the New Testament,
as a set of foundational documents.
As we study Leviticus in detail on Sundays, and take a big-picture view of
the Pentateuch in small groups, we really hope that you get a feel for this
part of the Old Testament, and that you see this as part of your Christian
story, not just the story of the ancient people of Israel. We’d love you to
have an expanded view of God and his generosity and holiness, as well as
his great desire to be in relationship with us.
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Study timetable
We’ve prepared these small group studies to complement the Sunday
sermon series, rather than follow each sermon precisely, but you’re free to
use them as you wish. Here’s a suggested timetable for their use1.
Sunday
(Leviticus)
Sermon Date

Mid-week
Small group study
(small group)
Wednesday
26 April

Special Teaching Night on
Leviticus/Pentateuch

Sun 30 April

Sacrifice

1-4 May

Study #1: Creation

Sun 7 May

Priest

8-11 May

Study #2: Rebellion

Sun 14 May

Clean &
unclean

15-18 May

Study #3: Promise

Sun 21 May

Day of
Atonement

22-25 May

Study #4: Rescue

Sun 28 May

Purity

Study #5: Sacrifice

Sun 4 June

Special
services

29 May-1
June
5-8 June

Sun 11 June

Feast

13-15 June

Study #7: Wandering

Sun 18 June

Blessings &
19-22 June
curses
Winter
26-29 June
holiday series
begins

Sun 25 June

1

Leviticus
topic

Study #6: Holiness

Study #8: Law
Social/prayer, etc

Studies are loosely based on materials obtained with permission.
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Study 1: Creation to New Creation
The Big Idea
Start
What is your favourite part of this creation? What will be the best part of
living in the world to come?

Bit o’ background
The Old Testament is made up of 3 main types of literature:
• Historical books (Genesis to 2 Chronicles)
• Poetic and wisdom books (Psalms to Song of Songs)
• Prophetic books (Isaiah to Malachi)
Of the historical books at the start of the Old Testament, the first five books are
called the Pentateuch, a Greek word that means 5 books. These are sometimes
also called the Torah, a Hebrew word that means law, the books of Moses or the
law of Moses, since they are closely associated with Moses. Some like to think
that the Pentateuch function to the Old Testament in the same way as the
Gospels function in the New Testament, as a set of foundational documents.
The book of Genesis is sometimes called the Book of Beginnings, for obvious
reasons. But it actually describes two beginnings:
• the beginning of the world in the creation account in Genesis 1 & 2
• a second beginning with the call of Abram in Genesis 12, after humanity
rejects God and sin spreads
in Genesis 3-11.
This can be represented
visually as such…
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Read
Genesis 1:1-2:3 and share your first thoughts and impressions.

Think & talk
1. What do the opening 2 verses reveal about God and our world? How
does the New Testament pick up on these opening verses (see John 1:1,
1 John 1:1, for example)?

2. Although we are tempted to assess the language of Genesis 1 according
to 21st century scientific or historical precision, the literary repetition in
the account indicates we are supposed to understand it primarily as
theological literature. What is the striking theological point we discover
about his method when God begins his act of creation in v.3?

3. Another theme in Genesis 1 is the orderliness and goodness of creation,
as opposed to the chaotic nature of other ancient creation stories. How
does Genesis 1 paint the picture of an orderly creation (use the table
below)? What does it mean for things in creation to be good?
Forming

Filling

Day 1

Day 4

Day 2

Day 5

Day 3

Day 6
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4. Humans are the highpoint of all created things, the only created thing
made in the image of God (in v.26-31). What does it mean for humans
to be created in the image of God, in terms of relationship with God,
and relationship with the rest of creation?

5. The culmination of the creation account is Sabbath rest. What features
of rest do we see here, and how does that inform our rest?

6. Read Genesis 2:10-17 and compare it to Revelation 22:1-5. What are
the similarities, and what are the differences?

7. In view of the original creation, and the world to which we are
heading, how should we think about:
a. Work:
b. Rest:
c. The created world we now live in:
d. Relationship with God:

Pray
Praise God—Father, Son and Spirit—for his creation, and for creating us to
be in relationship with him.
Ask that God might help you to work for him and rest with him, and look
forward to the eternal work and rest we will enjoy with him in the
perfection that awaits.
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Study 2: Rebellion
The Big Idea
Start
What evidence have you seen in the last 24 hours that there is something
wrong with the world?
What would be your number 1 solution to improve the state of the world?

Read
Genesis 3:1-24 and share your first thoughts and comments.

Think & talk
1. Read Genesis 2:15-17 again; what responsibilities/restrictions is Adam
given?

2. In Genesis language, having the knowledge of good and evil means to
decide what is good and evil for yourself. Why would God prohibit
eating from ‘the tree of the knowledge of good and evil’? And why does
eating from it mean that man must ‘surely die’?

3. What are the key features of the serpent’s temptation of the first
humans? Read Revelation 12:10; how does this description of him
compare to Genesis? Does this portrait of temptation sound familiar to
your experience of temptation?
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4. What are the consequences of Adam and Eve’s rebellion? How does
God respond to their rebellion? How does this explain the world we
now know?

5. Is there any evidence of grace within this chapter? How might it
connect to the grace we have in Jesus?

6. The remainder of Genesis 4-11 reveals the spread of this rebellion,
through three familiar-sounding stories. Choose one to read through
and note the repetition of the pattern of sin, judgment and grace:
a. Cain & Abel
b. Noah & the flood
c. The Tower of Babel
7. Has this chapter changed your view of what is wrong with the world,
about the nature of sin, or about its seriousness?

Pray
Ask God for forgiveness for our sin, for our lax attitude towards our sin,
and for our refusal to trust God’s word and his goodness.
Praise God that even after our rebellion he seeks us out, desires
relationship with us, and gives us grace so that we can live with him.
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Bit o’ background: what
about the genealogies?
Within these chapters, we
should notice the importance
of the genealogies, which
show two lines of
humanity being developed.
In Genesis 4, the genealogy of
Cain leads through Lamech to
the generation of the flood
in Genesis 6, where it is
shown that the effects of sin
are universal. The genealogy
of Seth in Genesis 5, however,
leads through Enosh to Noah
who, we are told, ‘found
favour in the eyes of the Lord’
(6:8). This godly line
continues through Shem to
Abram (11:10–26).
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Study 3: Promise
The Big Idea
Start
When it comes to things that are broken around the home, car, etc, do you
prefer to repair the broken item, or buy something new? Repair or replace?
What is an area of life in which you depend on a promise that someone
has made?

Bit o’ background
By the time we reach Genesis 11, the book is prodding us with the
question of whether God should repair his creation, particularly the
humans he had made, or just demolish and start all over again. The
rebellious disobedience of the first humans spread and spiraled out of
control, first through the immediate family of Adam and Eve, when Cain
killed his brother Abel. Then in the time of Noah, and in the community at
Babel, humanity had again regressed into an arrogant, self-assertive race. It
is into this context that God speaks a word of promise to Abraham and the
patriarchs.
Historically, Abraham has been dated to around 1800 BC, as he’s often
linked to migration patterns of the Amorites, but it’s tricky to pinpoint
anything precise.

Read
Genesis 12:1-16, and share your first thoughts or impressions.

Think & talk
1. In this pivotal new beginning, what does God promise to Abram? How
do these promises relate to Genesis 1-11?
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2. To what degree does Abram respond in faith, and faithlessly, to these
commands of God? Read Genesis 15:1-6, 16:1-4; how is Abram’s
response repeated later by Abram? What does this tell you about the
nature of God’s promises?

3. What is the significance of the ceremony in Genesis 15:7-21?

4. The rest of Genesis concerns the story of how Abram (Abraham), Isaac
and Jacob go at securing offspring and the blessing that God promised
to Abram, which you can see in the table below. But their grasp on the
promise of land is tenuous. How is this pattern amplified in the life of
Joseph? Mark it in the table below:
Key
person
Abraham

Nation/
offspring
Just Isaac

Isaac

Jacob &
Esau
12 sons

Jacob
Joseph

(see Ex
1:5)

Blessing

Land

God makes a covenant with
Abraham (Gen 15/17)
God reconfirms his promises

Into, then out of,
Canaan
Mainly in the land
of Canaan.
On the move

God reconfirms his promises
(see Gen 50:20)
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5. How is the whole world blessed through Abraham? Read these New
Testament verses and note how God’s promise is fulfilled:
a. Matthew 1:17:
b. John 8:51-56:
c. 2 Corinthians 1:20:
6. Romans 4:3 quotes Genesis 15:6 and not only commends Abraham’s
belief in the promise of God, but says we too are saved (i.e. credited
with righteousness) by belief. What does this tell you about the way
people have always accessed the salvation of God (see Romans 4:2025)?

7. What makes it difficult to trust in the promises of God? How can we
help one another to strengthen our trust in him?

Pray
Praise God for his promise, which started out with Abraham, and was
fulfilled in the person of Jesus, who opened up the blessing of salvation to
people of every nation.
Praise God for his faithfulness, in spite of our unfaithfulness.
Ask that God would help us to believe in his promises, at times when we
are likely to trust in ourselves and our own merit for salvation, and in
times when we are tempted to give up on God altogether.
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Study 4: Rescue
The Big Idea
Start
Watch the Bible Project video(s) on Exodus (just punch in Bible Project
Exodus into YouTube)
What are some of your lasting impressions from our study of Exodus last
year?

Read
Exodus 3:1-22, and share your first thoughts or observations.

Think & talk
1. In the last study we saw God promise Abraham land, nation/offspring
and blessing? Which of these appear to be on their way to fulfilment,
and which appear in jeopardy (see also Exodus 1:1-7)?

2. As God reveals himself to Moses from the burning bush, what will God
do about this situation, and how does that tie into the overall purpose
of the book of Exodus?
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3. God not only reveals his intentions but also his personal name to Moses
(v.14). What is his name, and what does it mean? How does Jesus pick
up on that name in the New Testament (see John 8:56-59)?

4. The book of Exodus also introduces us to the person of Moses, the most
important figure of the Pentateuch. What do we learn about Moses in
these verses?

5. The nation of Israel is rescued from Egypt, only after they were spared
from God’s judgment upon sin and idolatry at the Passover, by the
sacrifice of a lamb. So, the people were rescued from sin and rescued
from Egyptian oppressors. How does Ex 19:3-6 describe their rescue?

6. Much of the second half of Exodus concerns the construction of the
tabernacle or Tent of Meeting, a structure in which God would dwell
among his people, and where the people would focus their worship of
him. Does Exodus 40:34-38 round off the book of Exodus neatly, or do
questions still remain?
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7. “The Exodus rescue was for Israel, what the life, death and resurrection
of Jesus is for us.” How is this statement true?

Pray
Praise God for his name and his nature of personal covenant faithfulness,
for his great rescue of Israel, and for the great salvation he worked for us in
Jesus.
Ask God to help us serve and worship him, and represent him well to the
people around us.
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Study 5: Sacrifice
The Big Idea
Start
Do you have any family traditions or rituals (they could be related to
weekends, holidays, Christmas, etc)?
Watch the Bible Project video on Leviticus (just punch in Bible Project
Leviticus into YouTube)

Bit o’ background
At the end of Exodus, when the construction of the tabernacle was
complete, a startling question emerged: how could a sinful people dwell
in the midst of a holy God. When the glory of the LORD descended upon
the tabernacle in Exodus 40 not even Moses could enter. God guided and
guarded his people, but how could they live in the presence of his great
holiness?
Part of the answer is sacrifice; a system of 5 offerings could bring
atonement for the people, so they could be acceptable before God. The
first 3—burnt, grain (loyalty), fellowship—describe the offerings required
to come into the presence of God (ie they don’t directly refer to sin). The
next 2—sin and guilt offerings—relate to the removal of sin and guilt.

Read
Investigate the different types of offerings described in Leviticus 1-7 and fill
out the table below (you might like to have pairs/triplets focus on different
sacrifices).
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Name of
sacrifice

Types of
animals
or
offering

Handlaying

How is
the
blood
used?

Who
gets to
eat?

Purpose of
sacrifice

Burnt
(Lev 1)

Grain/
loyalty
(Lev 2)

Fellowship
/Peace
(Lev 3)

Sin (Lev
4:1-5:13)

Guilt (Lev
5:14-6:7)

Note: the sacrifices appear in a different order in 6:8-7:38, where it
discusses practical questions such as how the carcasses were to be
disposed.
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Think & talk
1. In pagan cultures sacrifices were a way for people to win the favour of
their gods. Do they operate in the same way for the people of Israel? If
not, what are the sacrifices trying to do?

2. After the worshipper drew near with the offering, they would lay their
hands on the animal’s head, and usually the worshipper would slay the
animal (unlike the Day of Atonement in Leviticus 16, when the priest
would do so). What do these features of the ritual teach us?

3. What is the point of all the blood?

4. And why was all the flesh consumed, either by the priests/worshippers
or by fire?

5. Chapter 9 describes the order in which the sacrifices were practiced,
and has the sin offering first, then the burnt offerings, before finishing
with the fellowship offerings. What does this order indicate about the
meaning of the sacrificial system?
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6. At the conclusion of the sacrifices, it often describes the sacrifices as
“pleasing to the Lord”. What does this indicate about how God views
the sacrifices, and the people who made them?

7. Read Hebrews 10:1-10. What are the similarities and differences
between the sacrifices in Leviticus and the sacrifice of Jesus on the
cross? What difference does this make to believers?

8. What has been the most pressing take-home point from this study:
• The holiness of God
• The “all-in” whole-heartedness that God desires of his people
• The seriousness of sin
• The need for atonement and forgiveness via the blood of a sacrifice
• The wonder of restored relationship with God
• The supremacy of the once for all sacrifice of Jesus, even over the
Levitical sacrifices

Pray
Praise God for his holiness and his desire for relationship with his people
Ask that we will take our sin as seriously as God does, and thank him for
his once for all sacrifice of his Son to deal with our sin.
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Study 6: Holiness
The Big Idea
Start
When was a time you got really dirty? What did it feel like to get clean
again?

Bit o’ background
Part of the way a sinful people would be able to live amongst a holy God
who dwelt in the temple was via a system of offerings that would atone for
their sins and symbolize the whole-hearted devotion God required.
Another part of the way they could continue was to pursue holy living, but
this section of Leviticus raises how difficult this can be for everyday people
in everyday life. In Leviticus 11-15 the two categories of clean and
unclean are of great importance, and are applied to a range of things from
food to mildew. So, in many ordinary ways, the people of God risk
becoming unclean, meaning that they were unacceptable to him and were
unable to remain in his presence within the camp.

Read
Leviticus 11:1-25 and share your first thoughts and reactions

Think & talk
1. How are the Israelites supposed to react to things that are unclean
(v.10-13, 20, 23)?
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2. What is so bad about these particular animals? If Genesis 1 described
animals as good, and they’re given to the people to eat in Genesis 9,
why are they unclean here?

3. How easy would it be for the Israelites to become unclean from contact
with these creatures (see v24-25)? If we include accidental contact with
them (see v.32-35) skin diseases (Lev 13), mildew/mould (Lev 13/14),
etc, what does that teach us about the possibility of remaining clean
before God?

4. What was the consequence and treatment for becoming unclean? See
Lev 11:25, 28, 39-40, 13:46.

5. In Leviticus 11:41-47 God commands his people to be holy? What
have these food restrictions got to do with holiness?
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6. How does the New Testament deal with these food restrictions in
particular, and the concept of holiness more generally?
a. Mark 7:14-23:
b. Mark 8:1-4:
c. 1 Peter 1:13-16:

7. There is a tension in the Christian life between being holy in all we do
(1 Peter 1:15) and being present and involved in the world around us.
Share some of those tensions, and ways that you are trying to live out
holiness in your home, workplace, with friends, etc.

Pray
Praise God for his holiness and praise him that Jesus has made us holy
through his death and resurrection, cleansing us from our sin.
Ask God to help us pursue holiness in every aspect of our daily lives,
without cutting ourselves off from the world around us.
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Study 7: Wandering
The Big Idea
Start
Watch the Bible Project’s video on the book of Numbers (search “Bible
Project Numbers” on YouTube). What sticks out to you?

Bit o’ Background
Numbers 1-10 | God’s Provision: The Ideal for Israel
Chapters 1-4 set up God’s ideal for the people of Israel. These chapters
talk extensively about the order of the camp, arrangement of tribes, and
provision for the Levites. They were set up in battle order and organised
for conquest, the tribes arranged strategically around the tabernacle in the
centre of the camp. The presence of God was symbolised by a cloud
covering the tabernacle, giving direction and protection.
Chapters 5-10 deal with the purity of the camp and offerings for the
maintenance of worship. So in these first chapters, Israel is set up as a
covenant community as the people of God with a firm system of rules and
laws to ensure their purity before God and in the sight of the surrounding
nations.

Think & Talk
1. Numbers opens in the wilderness of Sinai. We should be quite familiar
with Mt. Sinai – what else has taken place here in the last year that the
Israelites have camped here? Skim Exodus 20, 24, and 25-26.

2. Have a look at Numbers 10:11-13 and 33-36. The Israelites have been
camped here for 14 months, they are freshly briefed with their
instructions as the people of God, and the cloud is lifting to lead them
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to the Promised Land! How might the mood be in the camp as they set
out? Make note of how many days this first small journey is.

Numbers 11-25 | The People’s Rebellion: Rejection of the Ideal
God demonstrates his provision time and time again in the desert, leading
them with a cloud, providing manna and quail for food (11:7, 31-32) and
water from a rock (20:11), and delivering their enemies into their hands
(21:3). Yet the Israelites repeatedly grumble and complain about the trials
they face in the wilderness – hardship, hunger, their monotonous diet,
mutiny, and anger at God’s punishment. Their discontentment incited
God’s anger, and he punished them.
3. Read Numbers 11:1-15, 18-23 & 31-34. Just three days the Israelites
have traveled with enthusiasm and trusting God. These verses are
indicative of the journey the Israelites will take over the coming years.
Describe the pattern that occurs here between the Israelites, Moses,
and God.

Read
Numbers 13:1-3 & 26-33, and 14:1-35.
4. Why are these events considered to be one of the most disastrous parts
of Israel’s history? What are the lasting effects?
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5. The Israelites wanted to appoint themselves a new leader. What were
their plans (14:1-4)? In what way does God honour their choices?

Numbers 26-36 | God’s Protection & a New Generation
A fresh census is taken, signaling that the forty years of punishment
imposed for the Israelites’ refusal to enter the land are over. Further
instructions follow regarding inheritance and sacrificial laws, description
of borders, provision for cities of refuge, etc. Two and a half tribes are
given their inheritance on this side of the Jordan River, with the remaining
tribes to receive theirs in Canaan. Joshua is appointed as Moses’ successor.
The book closes where the last chapter of Deuteronomy begins, giving us
the account of Moses’ death.
6. List some of the reasons for the failure of the people who left Egypt to
reach their destination. What comparisons and warnings can be drawn
for Christians today in our faith journey? See Paul’s comments in 1
Corinthians 10:6.

7. What stands out in the book of Numbers about the character of God?
What does this mean to you personally?

Pray
Praise God for his continued faithfulness, not only to the Israelites but to
us too – He is “the same yesterday, today and forever” (Hebrews 13:8).
Ask God to help us see our current circumstances in light of his
faithfulness and unchanging character.
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Study 8: Law
The Big Idea
Start
Watch the Bible Project’s video on the book of Deuteronomy (search
“Bible Project Deuteronomy” on YouTube). What sticks out to you?

Bit o’ Background
Deuteronomy, the last of the five books of the Pentateuch, is made of up
three great sermons delivered by Moses shortly before his death. The name
means “the second giving of the law.” At this time the Israelites were made
up of a new generation, who were only children – or not around at all! –
when their fathers had been given the law from Mt Sinai (the contents of
Exodus & Leviticus). Now they were about to enter the land of Canaan, the
Promised Land, and it was essential that they thoroughly understood their
history before they made such a venture.

Think & Talk
1. Chapters 1-4 recap Israel’s history since receiving the law at Mt Sinai
and their 40 years wandering in the wilderness. (This is Moses’ first
address – read the purpose of his address in 4:1.) What acts of God’s
faithfulness do you remember from the book of Numbers? What about
the Israelites’ response?

Read
Deuteronomy 6:1-25 and share your first thoughts and reactions.
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In Moses’ second address (marked by most commentators as chapters 526), he lays out a series of exhortations (5-11), a series of laws and statutes
(12-21), and a series of laws for Israel’s new life within the Promised Land
(22-26). He starts with a fresh recital of the Ten Commandments (chapter
5). This section is where the book gets its name (“the second giving of the
law”).
2. What is the tone of chapter 6? What encouragement do you find? What
warnings?

3. Verses 6:4-5 were considered the greatest commandment, cited by
Jesus in Mark 12:28-30.
a. How do these verses lay the foundation for the Ten Commandments
and really for the whole law that Moses is giving the people in these
chapters?

b. Given the following exhortations in verses 7-9, we can see the
importance of internalising and truly understanding and believing
God’s word. Do you treasure the Word of God this way? How do
these words speak to you today?

4. Read Deuteronomy 9:1-6. What is the true reason that God is driving
nations out of this land before the Israelites? Can you think of a time
when what was thought to be a reward for personal righteousness
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might have been God’s response to the unrighteousness of others?
How does God’s faithfulness to his promise to the fathers of Israel
encourage you?

Moses’ third address, found in chapters 27-31, is where he lays out Israel’s
clear choices: obedience or disobedience; blessing or curse. Chapter 28 is
an extraordinary prophecy, for while it is presented in the form of a
warning of what will happen if the people of Israel do not honour their
side of the covenant, it in fact predicts the entire history of the Jewish
people, even to the point where they ceased to be a nation and were
scattered over the face of the earth.
[Bonus:
5. If time allows, read chapter 28 (together, or skimming individually).
Take special note of verses 45-68. What does Moses know about the
nature of the people of Israel, having spent the last 40 years with them?
Why do you think he is so graphic and descriptive in his warnings?]

6. Read Moses’ conclusion in Deuteronomy 30:11-20. The people had
everything they needed to enable them to live the way God required.
What does this refer to – where were they to get the power they
needed to adhere to the demands of the covenant?
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After Moses’ final exhortation to the people to “choose life,” chapters 3134 outline the appointment of Moses’ successor, Joshua; Moses’ song with
the themes of God’s everlasting covenant with Israel, His mercies to them,
their failures and the penalties that followed, and the promise of final
deliverance; and finally Moses’ death. Deuteronomy closes at its climax:
how will the people live when they enter Canaan? Will they love God and
obey the covenant? Or will they succumb once again to their hard hearts
and disobey the Lord their God?
8. How can Moses’ general message of “remember and obey” apply to
and instruct us today? What are some signposts in your life and/or some
significant parts of God’s word that you keep “very near to you” that
point you to the faithfulness of God?

Pray
Thank God for his revelation to us in his Word. Praise God, for he is a
faithful God who upholds his covenant with his people, now a new
covenant through Christ. Ask God to help us to remember the things he
has done, to believe in his promises, and to love and obey him through
the power of the Holy Spirit.
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